IBM Case Study

Ogilvy & Mather boosts flexibility
and reduces TCO by adopting Linux

In order to reduce its total cost of
ownership for IT, while increasing
flexibility, reliability and security,
Ogilvy has embarked on a project
to migrate email and file-and-print
servers to Linux®. The strategic
drivers behind the move include
cost efficiencies as well as improved
flexibility—the ability to support small
office environments as well as larger
regional hubs where new business
requirements can be satisfied rapidly
and intelligently with only a marginal
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He continues, “SecureLinx has played
an important role in the success of
our Linux projects, offering advanced
technical capabilities, reliable delivery
and excellent skills-transfer.”
Brian Farrell, Technical Operations
Director, SecureLinx Ltd, comments,
“All our previous expertise and
investment continues to feed into
our Linux drive, so our offerings
to customers are very rounded
and resilient. This, along with the

“Linux provides the
essential benefits of
return on investment,
robustness, scalability,
security, and stability.
Ultimately, that will
allow us to build value
for our stakeholders.”
Atefeh Riazi, Senior Partner and CIO,
Ogilvy & Mather Worldwide
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